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ABSTRACT
In this study, the processes affecting sea surface temperature variability over the 1992–98 period, encompassing
the very strong 1997–98 El Nin˜o event, are analyzed. A tropical Pacific Ocean general circulation model, forced
by a combination of weekly ERS1–2 and TAO wind stresses, and climatological heat and freshwater fluxes, is
first validated against observations. The model reproduces the main features of the tropical Pacific mean state,
despite a weaker than observed thermal stratification, a 0.1 m s21 too strong (weak) South Equatorial Current
(North Equatorial Countercurrent), and a slight underestimate of the Equatorial Undercurrent. Good agreement
is found between the model dynamic height and TOPEX/Poseidon sea level variability, with correlation/rms
differences of 0.80/4.7 cm on average in the 108N–108S band. The model sea surface temperature variability is
a bit weak, but reproduces the main features of interannual variability during the 1992–98 period. The model
compares well with the TAO current variability at the equator, with correlation/rms differences of 0.81/0.23 m
s21 for surface currents. The model therefore reproduces well the observed interannual variability, with wind
stress as the only interannually varying forcing.
This good agreement with observations provides confidence in the comprehensive three-dimensional circulation
and thermal structure of the model. A close examination of mixed layer heat balance is thus undertaken,
contrasting the mean seasonal cycle of the 1993–96 period and the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. In the eastern Pacific,
cooling by exchanges with the subsurface (vertical advection, mixing, and entrainment), the atmospheric forcing,
and the eddies (mainly the tropical instability waves) are the three main contributors to the heat budget. In the
central–western Pacific, the zonal advection by low-frequency currents becomes the main contributor. Westerly
wind bursts (in December 1996 and March and June 1997) were found to play a decisive role in the onset of
the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. They contributed to the early warming in the eastern Pacific because the downwelling
Kelvin waves that they excited diminished subsurface cooling there. But it is mainly through eastward advection
of the warm pool that they generated temperature anomalies in the central Pacific. The end of El Nin˜o can be
linked to the large-scale easterly anomalies that developed in the western Pacific and spread eastward, from the
end of 1997 onward. In the far-western Pacific, because of the shallower than normal thermocline, these easterlies
cooled the SST by vertical processes. In the central Pacific, easterlies pushed the warm pool back to the west.
In the east, they led to a shallower thermocline, which ultimately allowed subsurface cooling to resume and to
quickly cool the surface layer.
1. Introduction
Because of their huge socioeconomic impact (Glantz
1996), it is important to learn to predict El Nin˜o–Southern
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Oscillation (ENSO) events. It is thus important to under-
stand the processes at work in the ENSO cycle to make
sure that they will be correctly reproduced (or parameter-
ized) in forecast systems. The processes responsible for
sea surface temperature (SST) variability, in particular, are
crucial to a complete description of the ENSO phenom-
enon. It is indeed through the development of SST anom-
alies in the equatorial Pacific Ocean that the atmosphere
will produce large-scale wind anomalies and allow the
growth of a coupled mode.
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In the past, several empirical studies quantified the
oceanic processes contributing to SST variability in the
tropical Pacific Ocean, on seasonal and interannual time-
scales. The early studies of Wyrtki (1981) and Bryden
and Brady (1985) were based on box models and a few
data. They however suggested that the cooling by equa-
torial upwelling and warming by atmospheric fluxes
were important processes in the eastern Pacific. Using
a larger dataset, the studies of Enfield (1986) and Hayes
et al. (1991) highlighted that meridional advection in-
duced by the equatorial divergence was also contrib-
uting to the eastern Pacific SST budget. Stevenson and
Niiler (1983), Hansen and Paul (1984), Bryden and Bra-
dy (1989), and Baturin and Niiler (1997) showed that
eddies as well play a big role in the cold tongue heat
budget. In that region, large fluctuations at 15–45 day
timescale are observed north of the equator in the east-
ern Pacific (Legeckis 1977). These tropical instability
waves (TIWs) appear along the front between the warm
water of the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC)
and the cold water of the South Equatorial Current
(SEC) because of various instability mechanisms (e.g.,
Philander 1976; McCreary and Yu 1992; Proehl 1996).
They induce large equatorward transport of heat, equiv-
alent or stronger than the effect of surface forcing (Ste-
venson and Niiler 1983; Hansen and Paul 1984; Bryden
and Brady 1989; Baturin and Niiler 1997). More recent
studies have access to much more data and presumably
offer more reliable estimates of the relative importance
of the oceanic processes in the seasonal cycle of the
cold tongue. Swenson and Hansen (1999) and Wang and
McPhaden (1999) agree about the important role of the
atmospheric forcing, cooling by vertical processes, and
heating by eddies in the eastern Pacific. Swenson and
Hansen (1999), who separate the effect of eddies from
the meridional advection by low-frequency currents in
their estimate, also find an important role of meridional
(low frequency) advection by the equatorial divergence.
Wang and McPhaden (1999) also examine the budget
of the seasonal cycle of SST in the western Pacific. They
find that both atmospheric forcing and cooling by zonal
advection are important. On interannual timescales, zon-
al advection becomes the predominant effect in the cen-
tral–western Pacific (e.g., Picaut et al. 1996; Frankig-
noul et al. 1996).
These observational studies are thus useful to under-
stand the processes that drive SST variability on the
seasonal and interannual timescales. However, they are
limited by two factors. First, they cannot evaluate ex-
plicitly every term of the heat budget (e.g., vertical mix-
ing, entrainment, and upwelling are difficult to compute
directly and must be computed as a residual). Second,
these studies are subject to sampling error: they are
based on temporal and spatial data coverage that is not
always sufficient to resolve all the processes. This is
especially true for the heat transported by TIWs: quite
high spatial and temporal resolution datasets are needed
to resolve satisfactorily these structures (Kennan and
Flament 2000). On the other hand, ocean models give
a complete and consistent picture of the circulation and
allow a precise evaluation of all terms in the heat budget.
They are obviously not subject to ‘‘data gaps’’ and can
give a high spatial and temporal resolution of the pro-
cesses at work. Most modeling studies give a qualita-
tively consistent picture with that from observations. In
the eastern Pacific, vertical processes are the main cause
of the SST variability, with the surface forcing acting
as a damping (Battisti 1988; Seager 1989; Barnett et al.
1991; Miller et al. 1992, 1993; Huang and Schneider
1995; DeWitt and Schneider 1999). Some studies also
suggest a strong role of meridional advection in the east
(Harrison et al. 1990; Barnett et al. 1991; Miller et al.
1992, 1993). In the central Pacific, most of these mod-
eling studies agree about the important role of zonal
advection, in particular on ENSO timescales (Philander
and Seigel 1985; Seager 1989; Harrison et al. 1990;
Huang and Schneider 1995; Boulanger and Menkes
2000). But, models also have biases and uncertainties.
It could thus be argued that studying the SST balance
with a model is a hazardous task since it is sometimes
difficult to know excatly to what extent the model pro-
cesses are coincident with real ones. However, consid-
erable progress has been made in observing the Pacific
Ocean at the end of the TOGA decade. For the first
time, fully developed in situ and remotely sensed ob-
servations such as the TAO array, TOPEX/Poseidon al-
timeter, or ERS1–2 scatterometers (Grima et al. 1999),
SST products (Reynolds and Smith 1994), and drifting
buoy climatologies (Reverdin et al. 1994) are available.
The most complete coverage is for the 1992–98 period,
including the exceptional 1997–98 El Nin˜o event
(McPhaden 1999; Wang and Weisberg 2000). High qual-
ity datasets are thus available to both force and validate
the models.
In this study, a tropical Pacific Ocean general cir-
culation model (OGCM) is forced by a combination of
ERS1–2 and TAO wind stresses. It is validated against
observations (sea level, SST, TAO in situ temperature
and currents, surface current climatology) over the
1992–98 period. The model reproduces the main fea-
tures of the tropical Pacific mean state and variability.
Given this good agreement, the model is then used to
investigate the main processes that controlled the SST
variability during the 1993–99 period. The 1993–96 pe-
riod is used to give a qualitative description of the sea-
sonal cycle. The 1997–99 El Nin˜o–La Nin˜a period is
then investigated.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is de-
voted to data and model presentation. In section 3, the
model solution is validated against observations. Sec-
tion 4 is devoted to a description of the 1993–96 period
in the model, with an emphasis on analyzing the main
processes at work in the SST equation. Section 5 is
devoted to a description of the 1997–98 El Nin˜o in the
model. Finally, summary, discussion, and conclusions
are presented in section 6.
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2. Means of study
a. The modeling approach
1) PHYSICS OF THE MODEL
The ocean model used in this study is the updated
version of the one described in Vialard and Delecluse
(1998a). We will briefly review here its main charac-
teristics. The LODYC model (Madec et al. 1999) is a
general circulation model based on primitive equations,
including currents, potential temperature, and salinity,
solved by a finite-difference scheme on an Arakawa
(1972) C grid. The equation of state is computed from
the Jacket and McDougall (1995) formulation. The do-
main covers the tropical Pacific between 308N and 308S,
1208E and 758W. The model has a 18 zonal resolution
and a meridional resolution varying from 0.58 between
58N and 58S to 28 at the northern and southern bound-
aries. The model has 25 levels (with a 10-m resolution
down to 150 m). The time step is 1.5 h. No-slip bound-
ary conditions and no flux conditions for heat and salt
are applied at the bottom and along the coastlines and
boundaries. A damping toward Levitus (1982) monthly
temperature and annual salinity is used near the southern
and northern boundaries. In the 208N–208S band, the
ocean is left free.
In this study, lateral mixing is applied horizontally.
The horizontal eddy coefficient is 2000 m2 s21, and
increases linearly to 7000 m2 s21, within 58 of the west-
ern boundary. The turbulent kinetic energy prognostic
equation (Blanke and Delecluse 1993) is used to solve
vertical mixing. Slight but persistent density inversions
often occurred in the surface layer of the Coupled
Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment region
(1408E–1808, 108S–108N) of our previous experiments.
Such inversions in the surface layer might exist (es-
pecially at night) but should be short lived. Our previous
parameterization of the vertical physics thus did not
generate sufficient mixing to quickly dissipate these un-
stable situations. A parameterization of vertical con-
vection has thus been added to solve this problem. The
‘‘enhanced vertical mixing’’ parameterization (Lazar et
al. 1999) sets the vertical mixing coefficient to 0.5 m2
s21 at each grid point where the Brunt–Va¨isa¨la¨ fre-
quency is negative (while the turbulent kinetic energy
scheme seldom generates mixing coefficients stronger
than 0.1 m2 s21). The result of this added parameteri-
zation is to eliminate persistent density inversions (over
several months), while allowing short-lived convective
events (several hours to several days). This new version
of the model behaves very similarly to the one described
in Vialard and Delecluse (1998a,b).
2) THE FORCING STRATEGY
The boundary conditions for the OGCM include sur-
face fluxes of momentum, heat, and salinity. Those are
computed from specified wind stress, net heat flux (sep-
arated into penetrative solar heat flux and the non-pen-
etrative surface heat losses), and evaporation minus pre-
cipitation (no runoff ), respectively.
A combination of ERS1–2 scatterometer-derived
wind stresses (Bentamy et al. 1996) and TAO-derived
stresses (Menkes et al. 1998) are used to force the ocean
model (the experiment will hereafter be named the
‘‘ERS 1 TAO run’’). The ERS1–2 stresses for the 1993–
98 period were obtained from IFREMER/CERSAT
(http://www.ifremer.fr/cersat) and are provided for the
globe as weekly averages and on a 18 3 18 grid. A
subset of these data for the Pacific domain was com-
bined with TAO. Briefly, TAO wind stresses are derived
from TAO in situ wind, air temperature, sea surface
temperature, and relative humidity. A mean 10-m neu-
tral drag coefficient is calculated at each TAO point
using Liu et al. (1979) and Smith (1988) algorithms to
convert the daily winds into daily stresses. Then these
daily averages are averaged into weekly bins centered
at the ERS1–2 dates. At each TAO mooring, TAO-
ERS1–2 stress differences are calculated each week and
are interpolated onto the ERS1–2 initial grid using ob-
jective analysis. These differences are then used to cor-
rect the initial ERS1–2 forcing resulting into an ERS 1
TAO forcing. The ERS 1 TAO forcing is then inter-
polated onto the model irregular grid. More details about
this procedure can be found in Menkes et al. (1998).
We parameterized the net heat flux at the ocean sur-
face under the form
]QQ(SST ) 5 Q(SST ) 1 (SST 2 SST ), (1)m o m o]SST
where Q is the net heat flux at the ocean–atmosphere
interface; SSTm is the model SST, SSTo the observed
SST; overbars designate average seasonal cycle. We take
the Reynolds and Smith (1994) SST 1993–96 average
seasonal cycle and a 1979–93 daily climatology of the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) reanalysis (Gibson et al. 1997) as estimates
of and Q( ), respectively. Barnett et al. (1991)SST SSTo o
showed that Eq. (1) is a surprisingly good estimate of
the interannually varying surface fluxes. In this study,
we chose a 240 W m22 K21 for ]Q/]SST, which is
certainly a too strong value for the eastern Pacific (Gor-
don and Corry 1991; Oberhu¨ber 1988; Barnett et al.
1991). However, we kept this choice since lower values
resulted in a degraded mean simulated SST.
A constant correction is applied to the freshwater
forcing. In contrast with the surface flux feedback term,
it has no physical grounds. It is computed as the ad hoc
correction to avoid sea surface salinity drift arising from
the error in the prescribed freshwater budget. This re-
sults in a quite good sea surface salinity mean state,
while the correction does not exceed the uncertainties
in the freshwater flux.
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3) THE MIXED LAYER HEAT BUDGET IN THE MODEL
One of the main goals in this study is to investigate
the surface layer heat budget during the 1997–98 El
Nin˜o. The mixed layer budget method described in (Vi-
alard and Delecluse 1998a) has been used. Briefly, this
method averages the model temperature tendency terms
over the time-varying mixed layer to compute proxies
of the physical tendencies used in the bulk mixed layer
models (Niiler and Kraus 1977). The model mixed layer
is defined diagnostically from the time-varying vertical
diffusion coefficients computed by the turbulent kinetic
energy scheme. The final equation for the average mixed
layer temperature (T, a proxy for SST) reads:
0 0 0
] T 5 2 u] T dz 2 y] T dz 1 D(T ) dzt E x E y E
2h 2h 2h
| | | | | |
z z z
A B C
dh (K] T )(2h)z1 1 w(2h) (T 2 T(2h)) 11 2[ ]dt h
| |
z
D
Q* 1 Q (1 2 f (2h))S1 . (2)
r C h0 P
| |
z
E
Here h is the time-varying depth of the model mixed
layer, (u, y, w) the components of ocean currents, D( )
the model horizontal diffusion operator, K the vertical
mixing coeficient for tracers, Q* and QS the nonsolar
and solar components of the total heat flux, f (2h) the
fraction of the solar shortwave flux that reaches the
depth h, r0 the seawater reference density, and CP the
seawater heat content. The left-hand side of the equation
is the total SST tendency. The terms A, B, and C are
the averaged contributions over the mixed layer of zonal
and meridional advection and horizontal diffusion, re-
spectively. The term D is the effect of exchanges with
deeper ocean (comprising entrainment and vertical eddy
heat flux at the bottom of the mixed layer: it will be
referred to as ‘‘subsurface tendency’’). The term E is
the effect of atmospheric heat flux forcing on the surface
layer (it will be referred to as ‘‘forcing tendency’’).
There is a missing term in Eq. (2) (associated with the
convergence of vertical speed inside the mixed layer):
it is very small and has been grouped to D in the results
description. The contribution from each tendency is
computed every time step in the model, and monthly
averages are stored.
A lot of studies of the SST budget separate the con-
tribution of low-frequency currents and eddies in the
advection term. We have done the same in this study.
To do this, we rewrite the monthly averages (denoted
by overbars) of the terms A, B, and C in Eq. (2) in the
following way:
0
A 1 B 1 C 5 (u] T 1 y] T 1 D(T )) dzE x y
2h
0
5 2u] T 2 v] T 1 r 1 D(T ) dz. (3)x y E
2h
Here, we have simply rewritten the average advection
over the layer as the advection computed from vertically
averaged quantities over the mixed layer (indicated by
bold fonts), plus a residual r. We checked that this re-
sidual is very small. If we denote deviations from the
monthly average by quotes, we can now write:
0
A 1 B 1 C 5 (u 1 u9)] (T 1 T 9) 2 (v 1 v9)] (T 1 T 9) 1 r 1 D(T ) dzx y E
2h
0
5 u] T 2 v] T 2 (u9] T 1 v9] T 9 1 r ) 1 D(T ) dz (4)x y x y E
2h
| | | | | |
z z z
A9 B9 C9
(A9) and (B9) are the zonal and meridional advection by
low-frequency (here monthly) currents, and are recom-
puted from monthly values. Then C9 can be computed as
2 (A9 1 B9): it represents the effect ofA 1 B 1 C
eddies (contribution to the advection of the timescales
shorter than one month). Here has been grouped to theC
eddy contribution C9 because the diffusion in the ocean
model is a parameterization of eddies unresolved by the
model grid. In the tropical region, most of eddies are ex-
plicitly resolved and the diffusion is mainly present for
numerical stability; in our results, the term is negligibleC
compared to the other contributions in C9.
To summarize: we have separated the total temperature
tendency into zonal (A9) and meridional (B9) advection
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FIG. 1. Comparison between model dynamic height and TOPEX/Poseidon altimetry: (a) correlation (contour 0.1,
shading above 0.7), (b) rms difference (contour 1 cm, shading above 5 cm), (c) TOPEX/Poseidon standard deviation
(contour 1 cm, shading above 8 cm), and (d) model standard deviation (contour 1 cm, shading above 8 cm).
by low-frequency currents, eddies (C9), exchanges with
the deeper ocean (D), and atmospheric forcing (E). How-
ever, several aspects of this separation are questionable.
First, it is clear that eddies are associated to strong vertical
velocity and mixed layer depth variations. One part of the
subsurface tendency contribution (D) could thus be
grouped to (C9). However, this is beyond the scope of this
study. We also have defined as ‘‘low frequency’’ all the
current variations with periods longer than one month and
‘‘eddies’’ as fluctuations with periods shorter than one
month. This is a bit arbitrary since some ‘‘large scale’’
signals can happen at periods very near to one month (e.g.,
intraseasonal Kelvin waves). Similarly, there is not a clear
cutoff at 30 days in the spectrum of TIWs (the main con-
tributor to eddies in this study). However, in section 4, we
will show that this mathematical decomposition indeed
captures most of the variability associated with eddy-in-
duced advection in our model. Furthermore, our estimate
of the effect of eddies is in good agreement with several
observational studies (section 6b), which gives more con-
fidence in our approach.
b. Validation dataset
1) TOPEX/POSEIDON SEA LEVEL ANOMALIES
The TOPEX/Poseidon (hereafter T/P) sea level anom-
alies provided by the University of Texas (http://
ftp.csr.utexas.edu/sst/gsdata.html) are used in this study.
These data are provided on a 18 3 18 3 10 day regular
grid. The typical accuracy of these data is 2 cm. De-
pending on the comparisons that are made in the fol-
lowing, we compute anomalies either with respect to
the long-term 1993–98 mean or, when stated, with re-
spect to the 1993–96 seasonal cycle. The choice of the
short 1993–96 time period for computing a seasonal
cycle can be justified by the weak interannual anomalies
during that period of time (Boulanger and Menkes
1999).
2) REYNOLDS AND SMITH (1994) SST
A damping toward a climatological seasonal cycle,
computed from Reynolds and Smith (1994) 1993–96
data, enters the model formulation [as seen in section
2a(1)]. The total model SST field thus cannot be fairly
validated against this product. It must however be un-
derlined that no relaxation toward observed interannual
SST anomalies enters the model-forcing formulation.
Modeled interannual SST can thus be validated against
observed interannual SST (all anomalies being com-
puted with respect to the 1993–96 average seasonal cy-
cle). Sea surface temperature data from the Reynolds
and Smith (1994) weekly data are used. These data are
processed from the original 18 3 18 3 7 day bins to
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FIG. 2. Time–longitude diagram of (a) model dynamic height and (b) TOPEX/Poseidon altim-
etry along the equator. Anomalies are computed with respect to the 1993–96 period mean. Contour
5 cm, shading above 0 cm.
the model grid. Errors in this SST product are typically
less than 0.5 K.
3) TAO DATA
In situ temperature and current data from the Tropical
Atmosphere Ocean array (Hayes et al. 1991; McPhaden
et al. 1998) are extensively used in this study. Vertical
profiles of zonal current from equatorial TAO moorings
at 1478E, 1568E, 1658E, 1708W, 1408W, and 1108W are
used to estimate the accuracy of the model zonal current.
At certain times and depths, there are gaps in the data.
The gaps in the time series are filled by combining
closest levels and times whenever possible, using
McCarty and McPhaden (1993) regression methods
(Boulanger 2000). Similar methods are used to fill gaps
in the TAO temperature profiles. Filled data gaps do not
exceed 10% of the total data at most locations. Daily
current and temperature data are then averaged into 5-
day bins for comparison with model outputs. Errors in
TAO currents and temperature are typically a few cen-
timeters s21 and 0.1 K or less, respectively.
4) REVERDIN ET AL. (1994) SURFACE CURRENTS
Reverdin et al. (1994) have produced a climatology
for surface currents in the tropical Pacific. It has been
constructed from a combination of surface drifters and
TAO equatorial surface currents at 15 m for the January
1987–April 1992 time period and mapped onto a 58 3
18 regular grid using an objective analysis. Sampling
errors are of the order of 7 cm s21 in most of the equa-
torial Pacific. The model outputs at 15-m depth have
been mapped on a similar horizontal grid, and a mean
has been calculated over the 1993–96 period. Although
the observed and modeled climatologies are not cal-
culated over the same time period, this allows a qual-
itative validation of the model currents.
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FIG. 3. Time–longitude diagram of (a) model and (b) Reynolds and Smith (1994) SST anomalies
along the equator. Anomalies are computed with respect to the 1993–96 period mean. Contour
0.5 K, shading above 0.
3. Validation of the model
a. Dynamic height
1) BASIN-SCALE VARIABILITY
Dynamic height anomalies (DHA) are good proxies
for sea level anomalies (SLA) in the Tropics. The 10-
day, 500-dbar dynamic height anomalies computed us-
ing the ERS 1 TAO run in situ densities, including the
effect of salinity, (hereafter ERS 1 TAO DHA) are
evaluated against the 10-day T/P sea level anomalies
(SLA). Results are presented in Fig. 1.
In agreement with the results of Grima et al. (1999)
using ERS1–2 stress forcing, Fig. 1a shows that the
overall correlation between ERS 1 TAO DHA and T/
P SLA is quite good in the 108S–108N band (0.80 on
the average, the rms difference being 4.7 cm). In par-
ticular, this experiment reproduces fairly well the ob-
served variability between the equator and 58N in the
eastern Pacific, where there is a strong intraseasonal
observed variability due to tropical instability waves
(e.g., Baturin and Niiler 1997). Nevertheless, there is a
region centered on the date line, with low variability on
interannual timescales (Boulanger and Menkes 1999),
where correlation is lower than elsewhere in the equa-
torial band. All models, from linear to complex ones
show this low correlation pattern (e.g., Boulanger 2000).
This systematically low correlation could be due to the
fact that low amplitude variability in this region results
in a low signal to noise ratio.
Outside the 108S–108N band, correlation decreases
dramatically. Around 108N, rms differences also ex-
perience a sharp increase, indicating a large disagree-
ment between the ERS 1 TAO run and the observations
(Fig. 1b). This weak correlation persists when comput-
ing the same statistics with bimonthly averages. This
poor performance thus does not come from unpredict-
able high-frequency variations, and reasons for it are
still unclear. A decrease of correlation should however
be expected toward higher latitudes where synoptic var-
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FIG. 4a. Comparison between model and TAO in situ temperatures along 1558W at 88N, 58N, 28N, the
equator, 28S, 58S, and 58S.
iability, unresolved by the model grid, becomes more
important. Furthermore, at these latitudes, the sea level
responds to the curl of the wind stress, computation of
which involves spatial derivatives of the wind stress,
and thus amplifies small-scale noise in the wind field
(McPhaden et al. 1988). On the other hand, near the
equator the sea level tends to respond to the zonal in-
tegral of the zonal wind stress, which tends to smooth
out some of the random errors on the winds.
Maps of standard deviations (std) of ERS 1 TAO
DHA and T/P SLA are presented in Figs. 1c and 1d.
Both std patterns show similar spatial structure over the
basin. These patterns are strongly marked by the 1997–
98 El Nin˜o. In particular, one recognizes the eastern
Pacific narrow maximum centered on the equator that
is characteristic of remotely forced Kelvin waves and
the off-equatorial lobes of equatorial Rossby waves
(Boulanger and Menkes 1999). Besides these nicely re-
produced large-scale patterns, and a level of variability
close to the observed one, the model exhibits several
flaws. First, it seems to produce too strong Rossby
waves in the western Pacific compared to T/P. Also,
some details of observed variability (e.g., the maximum
std pattern observed in the T/P data near 1308W) are
not well reproduced in the model. Again, it is not so
clear why the model and the observed std display these
discrepancies.
2) VARIABILITY ALONG THE EQUATOR
Figure 2 shows a time–longitude diagram of modeled
DHA and T/P altimetry along the equator over the
1993–99 period. As expected from earlier statistics,
there is a good agreement in phase between the model
and T/P (with correlation above 0.8 along the equator;
see Fig. 1a). In particular, individual Kelvin wave prop-
agation is very clear in the model at the same time as
in the observations (e.g., the wave front starting from
the western Pacific in early 1997). The model DHA at
48N (figure not shown) displays similar characteristic to
the observed SLA, including Rossby wave propagation
discussed in (Boulanger and Menkes 1999). It can how-
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FIG. 4b. Comparison between model and TAO in situ temperatures along the equator at 1478E,
1658E, 1808, 1708W, 1408W, 1108W, and 958W.
ever be noted that waves propagate slightly slower in
the model than in the observations. In section 3b, it will
be shown that the temperature vertical stratification is
underestimated in the model. In an idealized two-layer
linear model, the wave speed propagation is propor-
tional to the density difference between the two layers.
The underestimated stratification of the model might
thus explain the slightly too slow wave propagation.
Besides the agreement for wave propagation at intra-
seasonal scale, the model reproduces as well the low-
frequency variability in the observations. During the
1993–95 weak El Nin˜os, the heat content of the warm
pool is slightly depleted (with dynamic height lower
than normal). From mid-1995 and during all of 1996,
there is a buildup of heat content in the warm pool,
presumably due to downwelling Rossby waves forced
in the central Pacific by stronger than usual easterlies
(McPhaden 1999; Boulanger and Menkes 1999). Then,
associated to the 1997–98 El Nin˜o, the model repro-
duces the slow eastward propagation of heat content
anomalies discussed by McPhaden and Yu (1999) and
largely explained in terms of forced Rossby and Kelvin
waves.
At this point, we have demonstrated that the wind
product we use gives adequate simulations of SLA in
the equatorial Pacific. Yet, as shown by the success of
linear modeling, SLA is a relatively easy parameter to
simulate and it only gives a vertically integrated mea-
sure of oceanic variability. Therefore, it is useful to
extend our analysis to the vertical structure of variables
such as currents and temperature.
b. Thermal structure
1) SURFACE TEMPERATURE INTERANNUAL
ANOMALIES
Figure 3 shows a time–longitude evolution of the
modeled and observed SST interannual anomalies (with
respect to the 1993–96 period). Despite the absence of
relaxation to an interannual SST product, the model
reproduces the main qualitative features of interannual
variability during the 1993–99 period. Warm and cold
periods are reproduced, but the modeled SST variations
are systematically lower than observed (e.g., the SST
anomaly is only 3 K at the 1997–98 El Nin˜o peak in
the model, compared to 4.5 K in observations). This
might be expected, as the formulation of the interannual
flux [Eq. (1)] contains a relaxation to the climatology
with a spatially constant ]Q/]SST value of 240 W m22
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K21. First the interannual flux dependence on SST is
more complex than a simple linear relaxation (Seager
1989). Also, the 240 W m22 K21 value is certainly too
strong (Gordon and Corry 1991), especially in the east-
ern Pacific where it should be around 210 W m22 K21
(Barnett et al. 1991). Simulation with a spatially con-
stant 215 W m22 K21 gave a much better agreement
with observed interannual SST anomalies, but resulted
in a degraded mean state. We thus decided to present
results for the 240 W m22 K21 value.
Another feature that is not very well represented by
the model is the fact that the maximum SST anomaly
is located in the central Pacific rather than near the
American coast. This feature might once again be re-
lated to the simple parameterization of the surface fluxes
we are using, or to the horizontal diffusion used in the
tracer equations (Maes et al. 1997).
2) VERTICAL STRUCTURE
Times series of the 5-day temperature structure of the
ERS 1 TAO run were extracted at the TAO mooring
locations every time that data were available during the
1993–98 period. The model level closest to the obser-
vation point was selected (the separation is never larger
than 10 m). TAO and model data available at the same
times were used to form averages, standard deviations,
correlations and rms differences over the 1993–98 pe-
riod. Figure 4a shows this comparison along 1558W
(which captures the essential features of the comparison
at other longitudes). Figure 4b shows a similar com-
parison along the equator. These sections are sufficient
to illustrate the model performance within the domain
of interest.
Figure 4a shows a good agreement between the ERS
1 TAO run and observations, with close mean states
and variability (correlation often in the 0.7–0.9 range).
Some discrepancies can be noticed. The modeled ther-
mocline is too diffuse (due in particular to a too warm
deep ocean). Thermal variability is thus underestimated
there (see the middle panels where modeled standard
deviation is systematically underestimated). It is worth
pointing out that the model displays similar flaws when
forced by other wind products (e.g., Menkes et al. 1998).
This points to internal model deficiencies, possibly
linked to the mixing formulation, rather than forcing
problems.
These two biases (diffuse thermocline and weak var-
iability) are present in all of the 108N–108S band. The
equatorial section comparison (Fig. 4b) indicates slight-
ly growing discrepancies in the mean state when going
from west to east (evident in both mean and rms dif-
ference profiles). It can also be noted that the correlation
of modeled and observed temperature is low in the sur-
face layer of the western Pacific (1478E and 1658E). It
must be pointed out that the variability is very weak
there, thus leading to low signal to noise ratio. Fur-
thermore, in this region, the atmospheric heat fluxes are
presumably more important in driving SST variability
than in the east: the poor performance of the model may
be explained by the simple surface flux formulation that
we use.
Except in the western Pacific surface layer, correlation
between the model and observations is quite high and
remains homogeneous in the vertical. This is true even
in regions where rms differences between the model and
observations are relatively high. The model 2 obser-
vation discrepancy in these areas thus stems from sys-
tematic bias and underestimated variability, but the
phase of the model variations is good. In summary,
despite some disagreements, the ERS 1 TAO temper-
ature vertical structure agrees well with the observations
both in terms of the mean state and variability.
c. Currents
1) SURFACE CURRENTS
In this section, we compare Reverdin et al. (1994)
mean current climatology with the ERS 1 TAO run
surface currents. It must be kept in mind that this cli-
matology was computed over the 1987–92 period. This
is a different base period to the one we use in this study
(1993–96). Therefore a quantitative assessment of the
model, as in the next section, will not be possible. How-
ever, qualitative comparisons between the two clima-
tologies (Fig. 5) reveal some interesting features. First,
there is good general agreement between the observed
and modeled surface currents. The SEC flows westward,
in response to the easterly trade wind forcing. There is
a minimum of westward current at the equator, in the
east that separates the SEC into two branches, north and
south of the equator. This minimum is certainly asso-
ciated with vertical advection or upward mixing of east-
ward momentum of the Equtorial Undercurrent (Bryden
and Brady 1985; McPhaden and Taft 1988, Maes et al.
1997). The NECC is flowing eastward along 78N in both
the model and the observations. Other current systems,
off the equator, are well simulated by the model.
Despite this qualitative agreement, the model displays
some biases. First, the SEC seems too strong in the sim-
ulation (by about 0.1 m s21) and penetrates too far west
(the eastward bias reaches 0.2 m s21 around the date line).
The separation of the SEC in two branches in the east is
not as marked as in the observations. Second, the NECC
is underestimated by about 0.1 m s21. Some of this prob-
lem may be due to inadequacy of the forcing to accurately
describe the wind stress curl and/or to some mixing prob-
lems in the modeled ocean. Horizontal diffusion can also
be partly incriminated. The use of isopycnal diffusion im-
proves off-equatorial current strengths by steepening the
temperature gradients resulting in stronger geostrophic
currents (Lengaigne et al. 2000, unpublished manuscript).
2) VERTICAL STRUCTURE ALONG THE EQUATOR
Time series of 5-day TAO and modeled zonal current
were formed using the same method as in section 3b(2).
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FIG. 5. Comparison between (a) the model 15-m currents, averaged over 1993–98, and (b) Reverdin et al. (1994)
climatology, representative of the Jan 1987–Apr 1992 period (contour 20 cm s21) and (c) difference (contour 10
cm s21).
The resulting comparisons are shown along the equator
at 1478E, 1568E, 1658E, 1708W, 1408W, 1108W in Fig. 6.
The mean vertical profiles of the ERS 1 TAO zonal
current are globally in very good agreement with ob-
servations. In the central and eastern Pacific, the model
reproduces well the westward flowing SEC at the sur-
face, and the eastward flowing Equatorial Undercurrent
(EU) beneath. In the western Pacific, even the subtle
layered structure of the flow, with slight eastward flow
at the surface (1568E, 1658E), westward flow beneath,
and the eastward EU at 150 m and deeper is well re-
produced. It is interesting to point out that the inversion
of the surface flow at the eastern edge of the warm pool
is essential in maintaining the mean position of a salinity
front there (Picaut et al. 1996; Vialard and Delecluse
1998b). Therefore, the model contains some of the es-
sential surface current information.
Yet, there are some discrepancies between the model
and data. The strength of the EU is systematically un-
derestimated in the model (by 0.1 to 0.2 m s21). As
suggested in the previous section, the strength of the
surface SEC is overestimated. Some improvement in
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FIG. 6. Comparison between model and TAO currents along the equator at 1478E, 1568E, 1658E,
1708W, 1408W, and 1108W.
accelerating the EU and decreasing the strength of the
SEC can be brought by using isopycnal diffusion in the
model rather than the horizontal diffusion used here
(Lengaigne et al. 2000, unpublished manuscript).
The second and third horizontal panels of Fig. 6 show
that the vertical structure of current variability is quite
well reproduced by the model. However, the ERS 1
TAO run overestimates the amplitude of zonal currents
near the surface at 1568E, 1658E, and 1708W. Yet, given
good correlation between the model and observations
(between 0.7 and 0.9 everywhere, except at 1478E below
75 m), the sometimes quite large rms difference can
mostly be explained by systematic biases. These cor-
relation scores can be considered very good, given that
the model and data are compared on a 5-day sample
basis. In relation to previous results stressing the im-
portance of wind forcing in the quality of simulations
(Grima et al. 1999; Menkes et al. 1998), we think that
the good model performance is related to the adequacy
of the ERS 1 TAO wind stress forcing for equatorial
simulations.
As far as currents are concerned, we have examined
the vertical structure along the equator because TAO
current mooring information is the only available in-
formation about currents at these latitudes and for these
dates. This clearly stresses the need for additional in
situ subsurface current information away from the equa-
tor if only for modeling purposes.
In summary, all of the comparisons presented here
lead us to conclude that the ERS 1 TAO simulation
exhibits good skill in reproducing the main observed
features, both in terms of the mean state and variability.
Because of this good agreement with observations, we
can now turn confidently to the model analyses to in-
vestigate physical processes at work during the 1993–
98 time period. We will particularly focus on the surface
layer heat budget, as the SST is the key variable by
which the ocean couples to the atmosphere.
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FIG. 7. Latitude–longitude plots of the 1993–96 average of the SST
tendencies in the eastern Pacific: (a) zonal advection by low frequency
currents, (b) meridional advection by low frequency currents, (c)
eddies, (d) tendency due to vertical exchange with deep ocean, and
(e) atmospheric forcing. Contours every 0.5 K month21; shading in-
dicates warming tendencies.
4. The 1993–96 period
The 1993–96 period is too short to undertake a rig-
orous study of the seasonal cycle in the model. The
main objective of this section therefore is to provide an
outline of the processes determining the SST seasonal
cycle in the model. This description will help when
trying to understand deviations from this equilibrium
during the 1997–98 El Nin˜o event. Section 4a gives an
overview of the mean annual balance, and section 4b
describes qualitatively the annual cycle in the model.
a. The mean SST balance
Figure 7 shows the SST tendencies averaged over
1993–96 in the model (zonal and meridional advection
by low frequency currents, eddies, subsurface tendency,
forcing tendency; the climatological SST tendency is
very close to zero and has not been plotted). In the
eastern Pacific, the first-order balance involves heating
by forcing and eddies and cooling by vertical processes
at the mixed layer base. The eastern Pacific cold water
is heated up by an average annual 100 W m22 net flux
into the ocean (e.g., Oberhu¨ber 1988). This results in
the pattern of warming by atmospheric fluxes seen in
Fig. 7e. On the other hand, the cool water of the un-
derlying thermocline (which is shallow in this region)
tends to cool the surface water by entrainment, equa-
torial upwelling, and vertical diffusion. This cooling by
subsurface processes is slightly meridionally asymmet-
ric (Fig. 7d). This is because tropical instability waves
(TIWs) are very active north of the equator (Fig. 7c).
They are associated with strong values of the entrain-
ment and the upwelling, which show up in this long-
term average.
The predominance of forcing and subsurface cooling
in the eastern Pacific in the model mean balance is in
agreement with previous studies (Bryden and Brady
1989; Wang and McPhaden 1999). Like Hansen and
Paul (1984), we however find that the eddy heat flux
makes up for the imbalance between heat flux and sub-
surface cooling. We will now clarify why the effect of
the eddy-induced horizontal advection, seen in Fig. 7c,
results in net heating. Very strong values of eddy-in-
duced advection occur in the region where the TIWs
(Baturin and Niiler 1997) are the most active [note the
striking similarity of the pattern in Fig. 7c and plate 4
in Baturin and Niiler (1997)]. Observational studies al-
ready noted that the TIW could cause the meridional
advection to be a heating effect near the equator (e.g.,
Bryden and Brady 1989; Wang and McPhaden 1999).
However, because of insufficient sampling of the zonal
scale of these waves (which is about 1000 km), their
effect on zonal advection has not been well described.
Our model compares well to observations in the TIW
region (correlation to TAO 5-day surface currents is
0.75 at 1108W) and has a 1 degree zonal resolution. We
can thus look closer at the role of intraseasonal vari-
ability on the surface layer heat budget. Figure 8 shows
(a) a snapshot of the modeled SST and currents in De-
cember 1996, (b) the horizontal advection and the mod-
eled currents at that date, and (c) the December 1996
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FIG. 8. Latitude–longitude plots of tropical instability waves in the ocean model: (a) SST for 15
Dec 1996 (contours every 0.5 K); (b) surface currents (vectors), SST (24.75, 25, and 25.25 contours)
and total (e.g., low-frequency currents 1 eddies) horizontal advection (in K month21, colors); (c)
total horizontal advection averaged over Dec (contours every 2.5 K month21).
monthly mean picture of horizontal advection. The TIW
in Fig. 8a displays the same qualitative features as in
observations (Flament et al. 1996; Kennan and Flament
2000) and as in a previous model study (Kennan and
Flament 2000): the flow is anticyclonic, northward in
the cold cusp and southward in the warm cusp. The
TIW flow strongly crosses isotherms at the points in-
dicated by A and B. The east–west flow is downgradient
near A and upgradient near B. This results in a very
strong positive heating near A (;208C month21) and a
cooling near B (;2108C month21). This pattern is mov-
ing in time as the eddies propagate. When considering
a monthly mean of these advection terms (Fig. 8c), this
results in a warming tendency (;58C month21) from
the equator to 58N and a slight cooling tendency at 58–
68N. This explains why the 1993–96 eddy-induced ad-
vection term has the shape seen in Fig. 7c. In fact, the
eddies result in a strong positive contribution of zonal
advection from the equator to 48N (figure not shown).
Similarly, this results in a tripole pattern of meridional
advection (negative at 28N, positive at the equator, and
negative at 28S, figure not shown). This last effect is
observed from observations in the study of Wang and
McPhaden (1999). This strong impact of instability
waves on the surface layer heat budget is a robust feature
of the model: it appears when using different forcing
products, or even in coupled mode, with a climatic state
very different to the observed one (Vialard 1997).
Zonal and meridional advection by the low-frequency
currents contribute little to the mean balance in the east-
ern Pacific (Figs. 7a and 7b). The meridional advection
pattern is a cooling North of the equator in the eastern
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FIG. 9. Time–longitude diagram along the equator of two 1993–96 average seasonal cycles: (a) SST
(contours every 1 K, shading above 288C); (b) depth of the 208C isotherm (anomaly with respect to the
1993–96 average, contours every 5 m, shading indicate positive values); (c) zonal current at 5 m (contours
every 0.1 m s21, shading indicate eastward flow); (d) mixed layer depth (contour every 10 m, shading
for values above 60 m); and (e) zonal wind stress (contour every 0.01 N m22, shading indicate eastward
wind).
Pacific. That is indeed the region where the poleward
flow due to equatorial divergence (see Fig. 5) meets the
tight gradient between the cool water of the eastern Pa-
cific and the warm water from the NECC. Note that the
zonal advection (Fig. 7a) positive pattern north of the
equator in the eastern Pacific happens in a region where
the model north equatorial SST front bends too much
southward compared to Reynolds data: this pattern may
thus be spurious or much too strong in the model.
The zonal advection by low frequency currents (Fig.
7a) is slightly negative in the central and western Pacific,
due to the SEC penetration in the warm pool, bringing
colder water from the east. In this region, the balance
is more complex than in the eastern Pacific. The main
balance is warming by surface fluxes (Fig. 7e), com-
pensated by cooling by zonal advection by low fre-
quency currents and subsurface processes.
b. The seasonal cycle
Figure 9 displays the evolution of the modeled 1993–
96 average of the seasonal cycle in 28N–28S. The main
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FIG. 10. Two 1993–96 average seasonal cycles of the SST tendencies in the model: (a) in Nin˜o–4 and (b) in Nin˜o–
3. Note the difference of scaling of the vertical axis for (a) and (b). The zonal advection by low frequency currents
is in green. The meridional advection by low frequency currents is in dashed green. The effect of eddies is in blue.
The subsurface tendency is in black. The atmospheric forcing tendency is in dashed black (dot–dashed black is the
same tendency computed when not accounting for the effect of mixed layer depth variations). The total SST tendency
is in red. The dashed red curve is a rough estimate of the mean balance in each box (subsurface 1 forcing for the
Nin˜o–3 box, zonal advection by low-frequency currents 1 forcing in Nin˜o–4).
dynamical features of the observed seasonal cycle (Yu
and McPhaden 1999) are reproduced by the ocean mod-
el. Figure 10 gives the time evolution of the 1993–96
seasonal cycle of the SST tendencies, averaged in Nin˜o–
3 (58S to 58N, 908W to 1508W) and Nin˜o–4 (58S to
58N, 1508W to 1608E). Note that, as damping toward
the observed seasonal cycle is used in the model for-
mulation, the following description should be consid-
ered as qualitative, rather than quantitative, since the
damping term might sometimes work to compensate for
model deficiencies. Given the generally good agreement
between the model and observations described in pre-
vious sections though, we expect however the model
heat balance to be reasonably representative of what
happens in the real ocean.
As in Fig. 7, the three strongest terms in the Nin˜o–
3 budget are the subsurface cooling effect, the eddy
warming, and surface heating effects (Fig. 10b). Cooling
by low-frequency meridional advection is small while
the effect of the low-frequency zonal advection is al-
ways negligible. The SST variation is mostly annual,
with a warming tendency from October to April. It is
highly correlated with the forcing tendency (term 4 in
Eq. (2), black dashed curve), which varies primarily
because of the incoming surface heat flux (with stron-
gest heating occurring from October to April). The ef-
fect of mixed layer depth variations, though of second
order, is not negligible (the black dashed–dotted curve
corresponds to term 4 in Eq. (2), computed with the
climatological mixed layer depth value). The shallow
mixed layer associated to weak wind favors the surface
layer heating in March–April when the SST peaks (Fig.
9). The subsurface tendency (entrainment, vertical ad-
vection and vertical mixing, black curve) is strongly
correlated to the depth of the thermocline (e.g., the dis-
tance from the surface to the underlying cold thermo-
cline water). Indeed, the cooling has two relative max-
ima in February–March and October–November (Fig.
10b), which correspond to the semiannual shoaling of
the thermocline in the east (Fig. 9b). Conversely, the
cooling by subsurface processes diminishes when the
thermocline moves down, most notably in May–June.
The balance between heating by atmospheric forcing
and cooling by subsurface processes is essential to main-
tain SST variations in the Nin˜o–3 region. This can be
seen when looking at the sum of these two terms as
depicted in dashed red. To first order, these two terms
explain most of the SST seasonal variation from Feb-
ruary to July. This is the period when eddy-induced
horizontal advection is the weakest (blue curve). During
July and August, associated with the northward position
of the intertropical convergence zone, the easterlies
strengthen in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Fig. 9e). As
a result, the equatorial currents speed up, and the equa-
torial tongue cools down (Figs. 9a and 9c). This is the
period when instability waves become very active (Ba-
turin and Niiler 1997), as the result of increased me-
ridional temperature gradient and shear between the
SEC and NECC or between SEC and EU. As we saw
in the previous section, active TIWs result in quite
strong heating values of the eddy contribution to ad-
vection from the equator to 48N. The result is the strong
positive values in Nin˜o–3 from August to December
(blue curve in Fig. 10b). The effects of tropical insta-
bility waves must clearly be accounted for during this
period to close the surface-layer heat budget. Finally,
the meridional advection by low frequency currents
(green dashed curve in Fig. 10a) always contributes as
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a cooling, as we explained in the previous section, and
varies only weakly during the year. The zonal advection
by low frequency currents (green curve in Fig. 10a) is
quite weak, and varies in phase with the SEC.
In the central and western Pacific (Nin˜o–4), tenden-
cies are generally much weaker and the balance is more
complex. The semiannual component of SST variability
is evident in the western Pacific, with a positive ten-
dency in both April–June and October–December. Here,
meridional advection by low frequency currents (green
dashed curve in Fig. 10a) contribute little to the total
budget. The major sources of seasonal SST variability
in the central and western Pacific come from surface
heat flux forcing (black dashed curve) and zonal ad-
vection by low frequency currents (green curve). The
semiannual cycle of surface heat flux forcing comes
from the movements of the sun that crosses the equator
twice a year. As in the eastern Pacific, the thin mixed
layer contributes to slightly higher values of the SST
in March–May by trapping the fluxes in the surface
layer. Zonal advection closely follows the SEC strength
cycle in the western Pacific. During May–August, the
SEC weakens (and even reverses) in the central and
western Pacific (Fig. 9c), leading to a reduction of cold
water advection from the east. In contrast, cooling is
increased in February–March and September–October,
when the SEC penetrates more in the western Pacific
(Fig. 9c; Reverdin et al. 1994). The cooling effect of
zonal advection is significant but partly compensated by
heating by eddy fluxes (blue curve). This heating has
two maxima, with the one in October linked to the active
TIW period in the eastern Pacific. The other in March
is certainly due to increased activity of TIWs in the
model in the central Pacific at this period, linked to the
increase of the shear between the SEC and NECC. Cool-
ing by subsurface processes is still anticorrelated to sur-
face forcing, but has a weaker effect than in the eastern
Pacific.
The overall mean balance of the seasonal cycle is
thus quite similar to the one described for the mean state
(forcing, subsurface tendency, and eddies in the eastern
Pacific, whereas zonal advection becomes more impor-
tant in the central Pacific).
5. The 1997–98 El Nin˜o
Now that we have investigated the basic equilibrium
at work in the model mean state and seasonal cycle, we
can investigate the rise and fall of the large SST anom-
alies associated to the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. We first de-
scribe in section 5a which oceanic mechanisms can
change SST tendency from its mean seasonal cycle. We
then proceed to a detailed chronology of the main causes
of the SST anomalies during the 1997–98 El Nin˜o in
section 5b.
a. Interannual anomalies in the surface-layer heat
budget
Figure 11 shows the interannual anomalies (with re-
spect to the 1993–96 seasonal cycle) of the processes
contributing to the surface layer heat budget during
1996–99, averaged in Nin˜o–4 and Nin˜o–3 (Figs. 11c
and 11d). In Figs. 11a and 11b, the interannual SST and
seasonal cycle of the model and observations have also
been plotted to show that, despite offsets, the qualitative
features of the SST evolution have been captured by the
model. Figure 12 shows a time–longitude section along
the equator of SST, zonal wind stress, and depth of the
208C isotherm interannual anomaly, as well as zonal
current, mixed layer depth, and SST.
In Nin˜o–3, one sees that the SST tendency (red curve)
is relatively small compared to other tendencies. This
illustrates the delicate balance between the different ten-
dencies. The SST tendency is positive from January
1997 to December 1997 when the El Nin˜o peaks. This
results in growing SST anomalies, as observed. During
that time period, the budget shows how the reduced
cooling tendency by subsurface processes (black curve,
Fig. 11c) is essential to the heating of the eastern Pacific.
In the seasonal cycle, reduced cooling by subsurface
processes develops when the thermocline is deepening
(see previous paragraph). Similarly here, positive anom-
alies of the subsurface tendency tend to develop when
the thermocline is deepening (e.g., in 1997; thick black
curve in Figs. 11d and 12c). Negative anomalies of
subsurface processes can happen under the combined
effect of a shallow thermocline and strong SEC (e.g.,
at the end of 1998, Figs. 12c and 12d). The increased
equatorial divergence then leads to increased upwelling
of subsurface cold water (at the end of 1998, black curve
in Fig. 11d).
These very strong variations of the subsurface ten-
dencies during El Nin˜o are partly balanced by the sur-
face forcing (thick dashed black curve, Fig. 11d), here
very simply parameterized as a relaxation toward cli-
matological temperatures. Indeed, in nature, as soon as
El Nin˜o develops, warmer than usual SST in the east
leads to a reduction of surface fluxes. The heating by
atmospheric forcing is lower than usually at the same
season, damping the growth of the interannual anomaly.
This subsurface-forcing balance is reversed during La
Nin˜a.
The effect of eddies (blue curve, Fig. 11d) is also
perturbed during an ENSO. It is anticorrelated to the
SST tendency. The reader should recall (section 4) that
TIW are contributing strongly to the positive values of
the eddy effects on temperature advection. During an
El Nin˜o, tropical instability wave activity is much weak-
er due to diminished shear between the SEC and NECC
and diminished meridional temperature gradients (Ba-
turin and Niiler 1997). As a result, they bring much less
heat to the tropical band than usual. This is why the
eddy tendency appears as a negative contribution (cool-
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FIG. 11. Time–longitude diagrams of modeled (black) and observed (blue) SST (full line) and SST seasonal cycle
(dashed line) in Nin˜o–4 (a) and Nin˜o–3 (b). Time–longitude diagrams of SST tendencies interannual anomalies for
1996–99 in Nin˜o–4 (c) and Nin˜o–3 (d). Note the difference of scaling of the vertical axis for (c) and (d). The interannual
anomalies are computed with respect to the 1993–96 average. The color code is similar to the one in Fig. 10. The
estimate of the mean balance (dashed red curve) is the subsurface 1 forcing tendencies in Nin˜o–3 but is not shown
in Nin˜o–4 since it is more complex there (see text). A temporal 1/4–1/2–1/4 filter on monthly values was applied.
ing) to the El Nin˜o growth in the eastern Pacific.
Throughout the El Nin˜o (from March 1997 to May
1998), the eddy tendency is markedly negative, acting
as a negative feedback to the growth of the El Nin˜o,
together with the heat flux.
The interannual anomaly of meridional advection by
low frequency currents (dashed green curve, Fig. 11d)
is positive during 1997. Indeed, during El Nin˜os, the
meridional temperature gradient between the equator
and the NECC strongly diminishes, and so does the
effect of cooling by meridional advection. Conversely,
there is no marked increase of the cooling by meridional
advection from low frequency currents during La Nin˜a.
The interannual fluctuations of zonal advection by low
frequency currents are weak in the eastern Pacific.
In agreement with (Picaut et al. 1996; Picaut et al.
2001), we find that zonal advection by low frequency
currents plays a clear role in the western and central
Pacific (green curve, Fig. 11c). This is mainly due to
the development of eastward current anomalies in the
western and central Pacific during El Nin˜o, which drive
the warm pool eastward.
This effect of zonal advection on the heat budget is
partly compensated by forcing. As previously men-
tioned, the interannual net heat fluxes tend to decrease
when the interannual SST rises [Eq. (1)], thus leading
to a relative cooling. The subsurface interannual anom-
aly tendency can also become important in the western
Pacific, especially during La Nin˜a when the cold tongue
regime extends to the west (Fig. 11c, black curve).
b. Chronology of the event
Interannual anomalies of the tendencies were pre-
sented in the previous section to better describe the dis-
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FIG. 12. Jan 1996 to Jun 1999 time–longitude diagrams along the equator: (a) SST (anomaly with
respect to the 1993–96 seasonal cycle, contour 0.5 K, shading for positive anomalies); (b) Wind stress
(anomaly with respect to the 1993–96 seasonal cycle, contour 0.03 N m22, shading for positive
anomalies); (c) depth of the 208C isotherm (anomaly with respect to the 1993–96 seasonal cycle contour
5 m, shading for positive anomalies); (d) zonal current at 5 m (contour 0.25 m s21, shading for eastward
currents); (e) mixed layer depth (contour 20 m, shading for values above 80 m); and (f ) SST (contour
every 1 K, shading for values above 288C). The heavy black line denotes the 288C isotherm. A temporal
¼–½–¼ filter on pentad values and a 5 moving average zonal filter were applied.
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ruption of the seasonal cycle during an El Nin˜o. How-
ever such a view can be restrictive, or even misleading,
especially during a strong event. For example, after June
1997, the thermocline became so deep in the eastern
Pacific that the total subsurface tendency was close to
zero, and remained so until March 1998. The increase
of the interannual anomaly of the subsurface tendency
during 1997 (Fig. 11d) was thus only the result the
subtracted seasonal cycle. For this reason, we have cho-
sen to also describe the evolution of the 1997–98 El
Nin˜o in terms of total fields. Figure 13 shows the total
surface temperature tendencies (zonal and meridional
advection by low frequency currents, eddies, subsurface,
forcing, and total SST tendency along the equator for
October 1996–June 1999).
At the end of 1996, the warm pool is confined to the
far western Pacific and has a higher than usual heat
content. Unusually warm water occupies the first 150
m in the warm pool (with subsurface anomalies reaching
about 1.5 K at 100 m depth, as in the observations;
figure not shown). In contrast, in the central-eastern
Pacific, cold anomalies (about 21 K) are found in the
upper 150 m. This situation is associated with stronger
than usual easterlies in the central Pacific (lasting until
the beginning of March, Fig. 12b). This results in stron-
ger than usual subsurface cooling in the eastern Pacific
in September–December (Figs. 11d and 13), partly com-
pensated by eddies and forcing (Figs. 11d and 13). In
the central–western Pacific, the stronger than normal
SEC contribute to maintain the eastern edge of the warm
pool to the west (note the slightly negative value of
zonal advection in September–December, Figs. 12d and
13a). This first phase (until February 1997) is thus char-
acterized by an intensification of the seasonal cycle,
resulting in an enhanced cold tongue.
Associated with enhanced Madden–Julian oscilla-
tions, a series of strong westerly wind bursts (WWBs)
then occur (e.g., McPhaden 1999; Boulanger and Men-
kes 1999). The first one is near 1508E in December 1996
(Fig. 12b). It forces a brief eastward surface current jet
(Fig. 12c) that advects the warm pool slightly eastward,
but this tendency is quickly counteracted by reinforced
easterlies in the central Pacific (Fig. 12b) and associated
westward currents (Fig. 12d). The warm pool moves
back westward in February–March as a result of en-
hanced zonal advection of cold water (Fig. 13a). The
downwelling Kelvin wave generated by this wind burst
reaches the eastern Pacific at the end of February. To-
gether with the weak westerly anomalies that have ap-
peared in this region since January (Fig. 12b), it con-
tributes to deepen the thermocline (Fig. 12c). This mod-
ifies the surface-layer heat budget, primarily by dimin-
ishing the subsurface cooling (Fig. 13d, black thick
curve in Fig. 11d). This starts to weaken the equatorial
cold tongue. But it will take the very strong March
WWB to start again the warm pool progression toward
the east and deepen the thermocline enough in the east
to really warm the cold tongue. This event is very strong
(with a 15 day duration and 0.15 Nm22 amplitude). The
mixed layer deepens by more than 40 m in a few days
in the forcing region. Eastward currents associated with
a strong downwelling Kelvin wave propagate eastward
(Figs. 12c and 12d). It is worth noting that the strong
local deepening of the mixed layer, however, limited the
impact of the wind burst in terms of currents. Indeed,
the 0.4 m s21 eastward zonal current that develops is
not as strong as the 0.8 m s21 eastward current that
appears around 1608W in June 97 in the presence of
weaker wind anomalies but a shallower mixed layer.
Associated with these eastward currents, positive zonal
advection tendencies appear in the central and western
Pacific (Figs. 11 and 13a). This drives the eastward
migration of the warm pool until the end of June (Figs.
12f and 13a). The important role of zonal advection in
the central Pacific is consistent with the results of Bou-
langer and Menkes (2000) and Lagerloef et al. (1999).
The three consecutive WWBs (December 1996, March
1997, and June 1997) were essential in setting the sur-
face currents that drove the warm pool to 1408W.
Meanwhile, in the eastern Pacific the second down-
welling Kelvin wave adds to the effect of the previous
one on the SST evolution. Cooling by local vertical
processes is quickly completely suppressed (Fig. 13d).
With it, the cold tongue progressively disappears. A
consequence of this is a decrease of its associated me-
ridional transport of cold water (see the meridional ad-
vection, Figs. 11d and 13b) and TIW heat transport (the
eddy heating in suppressed, Fig. 13c). With the SST in
the eastern Pacific beginning to rise above its normal
values (Fig. 12a), the atmospheric fluxes also begin to
act as a negative feedback (Fig. 13e) as can be expected
from the simple formulation of the surface fluxes we
are using [Eq. (1)]. Associated with these conditions
(suppressed subsurface cooling in the east, strong pos-
itive zonal advection in the western and central Pacific),
the warm anomalies amplify until June. The suppression
of the subsurface cooling is the main cause of the tem-
perature rise in the eastern Pacific. During all of this
period, the budget is thus dominated by the role of the
Kelvin waves excited by the WWBs. We will label this
phase as the westerly wind burst phase (March–June).
At the beginning of June, a weak easterly wind anom-
aly starts to develop in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 12b).
This wind anomaly might be a slightly delayed devel-
opment of the seasonal cycle of winds due to the grow-
ing disruption in the coupled system. It might also be
associated to a strengthening of the Hadley cell due to
the warm anomaly developing near the equator. Its effect
is to slightly raise the thermocline, and thus restore some
subsurface cooling (Fig. 13d). The total SST drops
slightly. This phase can thus be seen like a temporary
(and delayed) reactivation of the seasonal cycle in the
east.
In the west and central Pacific, the effect of the in-
creased westward currents associated with these weak
easterly wind anomalies is to drive the warm pool 2000
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FIG. 13. Jan 1996 to Jun 1999 time–longitude diagrams of SST tendencies along the equator: (a)
zonal advection by low frequency currents, (b) meridional advection by low frequency currents, (c)
eddies, (d) subsurface effect, (e) atmospheric forcing, (f ) total SST tendency. Contour every 0.5 K
month21, shading for warming tendencies. The heavy black line denotes the 288C isotherm. A temporal
¼–½–¼ filter on monthly values and a 5 moving average zonal filter were applied.
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km back via zonal advection (Figs. 12d and 13a). Short-
ly after this event, however, large-scale westerly wind
anomalies appear in the central and western Pacific (Fig.
12b), and will persist for several months. Once again,
zonal advection by low frequency currents is instru-
mental to this phase. Large-scale current anomalies (Fig.
12d) drive the 288C isotherm to 1408W. This phase is
characterized by slow propagation of the wind anomaly/
zonal current anomaly/SST anomaly toward east. Mean-
while, the eastward propagating Kelvin downwelling
waves, together with eastern boundary reflected Rossby
waves (Boulanger and Menkes 1999, 2000), maintain a
deep thermocline and high surface temperature in the
eastern equatorial Pacific in early 1998.
At the end of 1997, while El Nin˜o peaks in the eastern
Pacific, large-scale easterly wind anomalies [a consis-
tent feature in past El Nin˜os (McPhaden 1999; Ras-
musson and Carpenter 1982)] develop in the western
Pacific. These wind anomalies are associated with off-
equatorial SST anomalies (Wang and Weisberg 2000)
and are responsible for most of the thermocline rise that
propagates slowly eastward (Fig. 2; Fig. 12c; Yu and
McPhaden 1999), along with upwelling Kelvin waves
reflected at the western boundary (Boulanger and Men-
kes 2000). These easterly anomalies are also the cause
of the strong westward currents that develop in all the
Pacific from January 1998 onward (Fig. 12d). In the
central Pacific, these currents drive the 288C isotherm
back west. In the western Pacific, associated with the
shallow thermocline (Fig. 12c), they generate upwelling
that results in a cooling of the surface (Figs. 12f and
13d). In May, a short-lived intensification of the east-
erlies entrain cold water from the now much shallower
thermocline and switch on very abruptly subsurface
cooling in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 13d). The SST will
rapidly fall, soon switching on again the processes as-
sociated with the cold tongue (cold water export by
meridional advection, heat import by eddies, warming
by the atmospheric fluxes: Fig. 13). However, weak east-
erlies will still persist for some months, and the eastern
Pacific cooling will relax for a while. Then, associated
with persistent cold anomalies in the east, easterlies in-
tensify to lock the system in a La Nin˜a state.
6. Summary, discussion, and conclusions
a. Summary
As a result of TOGA, models and observation net-
works have greatly improved over the last few years.
The tropical Pacific Ocean is now well monitored, with
both in situ and remote observations available in near
real time. It is thus timely to assess the presumed im-
provements in ocean models by extensive validation
against these observations. In the present study, a trop-
ical Pacific version of the LODYC OGCM is validated
against TOPEX/Poseidon altimetry, TAO in situ tem-
perature and currents, Reynolds and Smith (1994) in-
terannual anomalies of SST, and the Reverdin et al.
(1994) surface currents climatology. The model is
forced by a combination of ERS and TAO derived wind
stresses (Menkes et al. 1998) and a mean seasonal cycle
of surface heat and water fluxes derived from the
ECMWF reanalysis.
The comparison against T/P altimetry (on the basis
of 10-day averages) reveals good agreement between
modeled and observed variability. Indeed, the model
displays an average 0.8 correlation and 4.7 cm rms dif-
ference with T/P data in the 108N–108S band.
Compared to TAO in situ temperature, the ERS 1
TAO run shows skill in capturing the main features of
the tropical Pacific mean state. It nevertheless displays
a lack of stratification in the lower thermocline, espe-
cially in the eastern part of the basin. Despite this bias,
the phase of simulated variability is in good agreement
with TAO 5-day temperatures, with correlation often
above 0.8 in the upper 200 m. The rms difference be-
tween model and observations is often between 1 and
2 K near the center of the thermocline, suggesting an
underestimation of temperature variability in the ther-
mocline region. This lack of variability can be linked
to the diffuse model mean state.
The model does not use any relaxation to observed
interannual anomalies of SST in its formulation. It can
thus be validated against Reynolds and Smith (1994)
SST interannual anomalies. The model reproduces qual-
itatively the main features of interannual variability, but
underestimates its amplitude, as could be expected with
a quite strong (240 W m22 K21) relaxation to the sea-
sonal SST climatology.
The model currents along the equator are close to
those measured by TAO moorings. The agreement is
good in the surface layer. Deeper, the model underes-
timates slightly the equatorial undercurrent strength (by
0.1 to 0.2 m s21). The variability is good, with corre-
lation between model and observed 5-day currents
above 0.7 almost everywhere.
Finally, the model shows a qualitative agreement with
Reverdin et al. (1994) surface current climatology.
However, the modeled SEC is stronger than observed
by about 0.1 m s21 and penetrates too far west. The
model also underestimates the North Equatorial Counter
Current by about 0.1 m s21.
The overall good agreement between the model and
observations gives confidence in the study of the pro-
cesses responsible for the SST variability in our exper-
iment. First, the seasonal cycle during the 1993–96 pe-
riod is investigated. As in previous observational studies
(Bryden and Brady 1989; Wang and McPhaden 1999),
the atmospheric forcing, and the cooling by the oceanic
subsurface are found to be the main contributors to the
seasonal cycle of SST in the eastern Pacific. Nonethe-
less, the effect of eddies is also very important. When
tropical instability waves are active, they contribute
greatly to transport horizontally heat to the equatorial
band. The effect of zonal advection by low frequency
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FIG. 14. Schematic representation of the main processes involved in the SST balance during the 1997–98
E1 Nin˜o/La Nin˜a.
currents is negligible. The meridional advection by low
frequency currents contributes as a nearly constant cool-
ing, especially active between the equator and 38N. In
the western and central Pacific, the forcing is still the
driving cause of the seasonal cycle, with the zonal ad-
vection by low frequency currents contributing to the
cooling in the early year by advecting some water from
the cold tongue.
Processes at work in the SST balance during the
1997–98 El Nin˜o are then investigated. The suppression
of the exchanges with the subsurface (upwelling, ver-
tical mixing, entrainment) was found to be the main
process responsible for the heating in the eastern Pacific.
As the temperature rises, its effect is to diminish the
atmospheric fluxes into the ocean, and (because of the
diminished meridional gradient) to reduce heat export
by meridional advection and its import by eddies. In the
central and western Pacific, zonal advection by low fre-
quency currents is the main process. Wind anomalies
(either due to WWBs or large-scale wind response to
anomalous SST) drive eastward currents that move the
warm pool eastward. This is consistent with the results
of (Picaut et al. 2001; Lagerloef et al. 1999; Boulanger
and Menkes 2000).
The overall picture that can be drawn of the whole
event is the following (see the Fig. 14 schematic rep-
resentation). At the end of 1996, strong easterlies are
the cause of a slightly enhanced cold tongue. Two very
strong WWBs (in December 1996 and March 1997)
occur in the western Pacific. The effect of the first one
is diminished by increased easterlies afterward, but the
second one plays a critical role in the El Nin˜o event.
Kelvin waves travel quickly to the east, and contribute
strongly to lower the thermocline and diminish the cool-
ing by subsurface processes. This results in a weakening
of the equatorial tongue, and of its associated surface-
layer processes (heating by the atmosphere and by trop-
ical instability waves, cooling by meridional advection).
At the same time, due to eastward current anomalies
(also driven by a third WWB in June 1997), the warm
pool moves eastward until it reaches 1408W. However,
at this stage, there is still no clear sign of large-scale
wind anomalies. The still strong easterlies thus reverse
for a while the warming tendency: in the eastern Pacific
by reactivating slightly the subsurface effects and in the
central Pacific by pushing back the warm pool toward
the west. However, around June, large-scale anomalies
of the wind begin to develop over the western and cen-
tral Pacific. Their effect is nearly instantly felt in the
eastern Pacific, where the SST starts again to rise under
the effect of thermocline deepening. In the central Pa-
cific, there is a slower eastward displacement of the
warm pool by zonal currents, as well as a slow eastward
propagation of heat content. These features might be
related to the slow coupled modes described by several
studies (Neelin 1991; Wang et Weisberg 1994; Pontaud
and Thual 1998). A consistent historical feature of past
El Nin˜os is the development of easterly anomalies in
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TABLE 1. Estimates of total zonal and meridional advection, forcing, and subsurface tendency contributions to the SST budget for this
study and for Wang and McPhaden (1999). The estimates are given at four TAO moorings locations. The 90% confidence limit is given for
WM. The mean value for 1993–96 is given for this study.
08, 1658E
WM
This
study
08, 1708W
WM
This
study
08, 1408W
WM
This
study
08, 1108W
WM
This
study
Zonal advection
Meridional advection
Forcing
Subsurface
20.18 6 0.07
10.03 6 0.01
10.26 6 0.17
20.11 6 0.12
20.31
10.13
10.40
20.25
20.13 6 0.12
10.14 6 0.02
10.32 6 0.15
20.32 6 0.12
20.40
10.28
10.89
20.78
20.01 6 0.17
10.90 6 0.17
10.75 6 0.28
21.63 6 0.26
20.08
10.71
11.31
21.98
20.17 6 0.22
11.50 6 0.21
11.91 6 0.56
23.22 6 0.78
10.50
11.51
12.83
24.87
the western Pacific during the peak and decay phases
of the event (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982). They also
appeared in early 1998 (McPhaden 1999; Wang and
Weisberg 2000). Under their effect, strong westward
currents develop in the eastern and central Pacific, fa-
voring cooling by upwelling and pushing back the warm
pool in the west. Meanwhile, the thermocline rise slowly
propagates eastward. This is the result of both direct
wind forcing and western boundary reflection (Boulan-
ger and Menkes 2000; McPhaden and Yu 1999). It is
only when the thermocline rise reaches the eastern Pa-
cific and suddenly reactivates cooling by the subsurface
processes that the cold tongue reappears. Along with
the cold tongue, heating by atmospheric fluxes, export
of cold water by equatorial divergence, and heat trans-
port by tropical instability waves resume.
b. Discussion
Despite an encouraging agreement with observations,
there are some limitations to this model study. First of
all, the representation of the fluxes as a climatology plus
a feedback term [section 2a(2)] is very crude. Further-
more, it implies that one must be careful when exam-
ining the seasonal cycle in the model. Indeed, the re-
laxation term might be working to compensate processes
that are not well represented in the ocean model. For
example, the underestimation of the vertical temperature
gradients in the model [section 3c(1)] most certainly
leads to an underestimate of the subsurface tendencies
[which are directly linked to vertical gradients, as seen
in Eq. (2)]. We saw, as well, that the SEC and its as-
sociated divergence were overestimated and penetrated
too far west in the ERS 1 TAO experiment, presumably
because of too strong wind stresses.
These systematic biases might lead to some inacur-
racies in the mean balance depicted by the model. It is
thus useful to compare our estimates of the climatolog-
ical tendencies to those of Wang and McPhaden (1999,
hereafter WM). Table 1 shows a comparison for total
zonal and meridional advection (we did not include the
contribution from eddies in this comparison since WM
do not separate it from advection by low frequency cur-
rents), forcing, and subsurface tendencies at four equa-
torial TAO moorings. The only significant difference
appears for zonal advection at 1108W, where WM is
rather negative (20.170 6 2.2 K month21), whereas we
find a clearly positive value (0.5 K month21). We think
that this discrepancy is mainly due to the effect of trop-
ical instability waves in the zonal advection. It is clear
from Fig. 8 that the coexistence of significant westward
current and temperature gradient results in positive
strong values of zonal advection in the southeastward
flowing part of the TIW. Wang and McPhaden computed
their budget using the Reynolds and Smith (1994) SST
gradient. This product is obtained through an optimal
interpolation (OI) analysis, which strongly smooths the
SST structures associated to the TIWs. We thus think
that WM underestimate the eddy contribution in their
estimate of zonal advection, thus allowing zonal ad-
vection by the SEC (weaker, and of opposite sign) to
dominate the budget. Except for this point of disagree-
ment, the general pattern of the east–west gradient and
the qualitative mean balance are well reproduced by the
model for all tendencies. However, the model seems to
overestimate cooling by subsurface processes and me-
ridional advection in the east, and cooling by zonal ad-
vection in the central and western Pacific. This is con-
sistent with too strong wind stress, upwelling, and SEC.
This extra cooling is compensated by the relaxation of
SST toward climatology (the forcing term in Table 1
warms the ocean more than in WM, whereas the agree-
ment with WM is good when the relaxation term con-
tribution is subtracted from the forcing). Wang and
McPhaden do not explicitly compute the effect of eddies
but some other studies do. The estimates of the eddy
tendency from the model are in good agreement with
those from observations. Bryden and Brady (1989) es-
timate an average heating by eddies of 1.6 K month21
over the top 100 m between 1108 and 1508W, along the
equator. Our estimate is 1.1 K month21 over the mixed
layer of the same region. Swenson and Hansen’s (1999)
estimate is 0.7 K month21 over the mixed layer of the
48S–48N, 1008–1308W box, while ours is 0.9 K month21
for the same domain. This gives confidence in our re-
sults, suggesting a significant role of instability waves
to warm the equatorial band. This also justifies a pos-
teriori the crude separation technique that was used to
split advection terms into eddies and effect of low fre-
quency currents.
The qualitative agreement between the simulated and
observed interannual variability (recalling that no ob-
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served interannual SST product enters the model for-
mulation) suggests that the experiment has captured the
essence of real oceanic processes. However, while it is
successful in reproducing some details of the evolution
(like the June–August 1998 SST drop, as seen in Fig.
11), the model underestimates the SST anomaly during
the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. This is partly linked to the heat
flux formulation: the 240 W m22 K21 relaxation co-
efficient is certainly too strong (e.g., Gordon and Corry
1991), and the surface flux certainly behaves nonlinearly
for large values of the SST anomaly (Seager 1989).
c. Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn from this study.
First, we think that the quality of the simulations is due
in large part to the quality of the wind stress forcing
product. However, we can still identify some biases
(e.g., the too strong SEC) that can be related to the
forcing. It is thus very important to pursue efforts to
produce high quality wind products. In particular, com-
bining scatterometer information with in situ data, like
here with ERS and TAO data, is certainly very prom-
ising. However, some of the biases identified in this
study (like the diffuse model thermocline) are certainly
related to the model formulation, and not to the forcing.
Using isopycnal diffusion (Lengaigne et al. 2000, un-
published manuscript) helps, but does not solve all the
problems. Increased vertical resolution or finer tuning
of the vertical mixing scheme might need to be inves-
tigated.
Second, a paradox seems to come out of this study.
The TIW contribution to the surface-layer heat budget
is important in the eastern Pacific. This is not only true
for the mean balance, but also at interannual timescales.
During an El Nin˜o, the quantity of heat advected hor-
izontally toward the equator by eddies strongly dimin-
ishes. The interannual anomaly of the eddy contribution
thus appears as a significant negative feedback to the
growth of the El Nin˜o events (Fig. 12c). This does not
seem to be a model artefact since our estimate of the
effect of the TIWs is in good agreement with obser-
vational studies. So, if the effect of TIWs is such an
important contribution to the heat budget during an El
Nin˜o, how can simple models, that do not reproduce
these processes, be so successful in forecasting ENSO
events (e.g., Boulanger and Menkes 2000)? The answer
might be that TIWs not only modify strongly the hor-
izontal advection tendencies, but also the vertical ones.
TIWs are indeed associated to strong vertical velocities
and important mixed layer depth fluctuations. Our es-
timate of the mean subsurface tendency (Fig. 7) is asym-
metric, partly because of TIWs. So the effect of TIWs
is to bring heat horizontally, but also to remove heat by
vertical processes. So the overall effect of instability
waves on the tropical strip might be much weaker than
previously estimated. To our knowledge, this compen-
sation effect has not been studied yet. We will inves-
tigate it in a future study.
Several studies have emphasized the interaction be-
tween ENSO and the seasonal cycle (e.g., Tziperman et
al. 1994; Jin et al. 1994; Galanti and Tziperman 2000).
This suggests that it is useful to include the seasonal
cycle in the description of an El Nin˜o event. We would
indeed like to underscore the fact that linearizing about
the seasonal cycle, though mathematically correct, can
be very misleading. For example, after June 1997, the
thermocline was so depressed in the eastern Pacific, that
the total subsurface tendency was close to zero and re-
mained so until March 1998. The increase of the inter-
annual anomaly of the subsurface tendency during 1997
thus only originates from the subtracted seasonal cycle.
The same effect shows up with TIWs: the anomaly due
to eddies becomes ever more negative from April to
October 1997. In fact, the warming effect of eddies has
been suppressed from the very start of the period, and
the total eddy tendency stays constant and weak all
along. In this specific case, it is easier to describe what
happens in terms of total signal: the cold tongue dis-
appears because of subsurface tendencies, which leads
to the disruption of warming by TIW.
This study is a forced ocean study. This limits the
interpretation that can be made in terms of coupled
mechanisms. Together with other studies, it still allows
us to discuss the processes that were essential in the
triggering and decay of the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. The de-
layed oscillator mechanism underlines the importance
of Rossby wave reflection at the western boundary in
the onset of El Nin˜o (e.g., Battisti 1988). The picture
that comes out from this study, together with others
(McPhaden 1999), rather suggests a clear role of WWBs
in triggering the 1997–98 El Nin˜o. The signal of re-
flected Rossby wave at the western boundary was indeed
dwarfed by the effect of WWBs (Yu and McPhaden
1999). The clearest effect of the December 1996 and
March 1997 WWBs is in the east, quickly reached by
downwelling Kelvin waves that suppresses subsurface
cooling in early 1997. In contrast, the formation of a
temperature anomaly in the central Pacific is slow. It
indeed appears through eastward advection of the warm
pool, typically at 0.5 m s21, in contrast to the 2.5 m s21
of Kelvin wave propagation (this study; but also Picaut
et al. 2001; Lagerloef et al. 1999). The two aforemen-
tioned WWBs, and a third in June 1997, were essential
in setting up the eastward jet that moved the warm pool
edge to the east. The central Pacific is a key region for
an atmospheric low frequency response to set up. So,
while the warming due to the Kelvin waves (via sub-
surface processes) stays stationary in the east (the total
SST even cools down, because of resuming easterlies),
key air–sea interaction processes develop in the central
Pacific. Indeed, from June onward, large-scale persistent
anomalies of the wind stress appear and propagate to
the east, along with the SST anomaly, heat content
anomaly, and zonal current anomalies. The main oceanic
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process for the eastward extension of the SST anomaly
is zonal advection. This is in qualitative agreement with
the coupled mode description of Neelin (1991) and Pon-
taud and Thual (1998), with zonal advection positive
retroaction as the main process. Similarly, the end of
the 1997–98 event does not seem to be explained only
in terms of wave reflections, as suggested by the delayed
oscillator conceptual model. We indeed find that cooling
of the SST is both due to the resuming of a westward
current and upwelling in the west, and to restored sub-
surface cooling, because of the rising thermocline in the
east. Yu and McPhaden (1999) found that these signals
(westward currents, thermocline rise propagating east-
ward) could not be explained in terms of reflection at
the western boundary only. The easterly wind anomalies
that developed in November 1997 (Wang and Weisberg
2000) explain a large part of this signal. These winds
in the western Pacific at the end of the year are a con-
sistent historical feature of El Nin˜o (Rasmusson and
Carpenter 1982). They should be included in the coupled
mode description, since they favor the termination of
the El Nin˜o.
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